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From the studies of the southeast ethnic Chinese economy history of view，the  
pass studies were short of the comprehensiveness and systematicness，ignoring the  
studies on ethnic Chinese small and medium enterprises，lacking the studies on  
different country ethnic Chinese economy and multi-displine analysis．From the  
studies on the development history of overseas ethnic Chinese business of view，the  
pass，academic circles laid particular stress on the studies of general Chinese 
entrepreneurs development problems，lacking the studies on overseas different 
country Chinese business development problems since the second war．There are 
many ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs in Malaysia，their growing ways are tortuous，they 
are one importmant part of overseas ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs．But to now， there 
still is not a work which studing synthetically and systemically the development 
history of Malaysian ethnic Chinese business．From the living and development of  
overseas ethnic Chinese and merging with domestic economy of view，how can 
ethnic  Chinese entrepreneurs having Southeast Asian countries nationality fit in with 
the needs of the domestic countries，how can the domestic countries take advantage of 
ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs to development economy after Southeast Asian countries 
independence，the problems still must be further researched．From the studies of the 
economy relations between overseas ethnic Chinese business and China of  view，the 
pass studies laid particular stress on the studies of the problems how overseas ethnic 
Chinese entrepreneurs invest in China，were short of reseaches about the overseas 
ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs development itself．This paper reseaches overseas ethnic 
Chinese economy history from the overseas ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs 
development history angle, laying particular stress on overseas ethnic Chinese 
economy active main body，namely，overseas ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs．The 
reseach keeps a foothold on the reality of Malaysian domestic society，politics，
economy，analyses all kinds of subjective and objective facters， comprehensivelly 
and systemically studies the development history of Malaysian ethnic Chinese 
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contents and  methods to the study about overseas ethnic Chinese economy active 
history． 
    This paper takes the development of Mlaysian ethnic Chinese Enterprises as 
thread，reviews the development and the characterristics of Mlaysian ethnic Chinese 
business along the line of historical stages of colonization period，laissez-faire policy 
period，NEP period，and state economy policy adjust period．There are seven sections 
in the reseach:introduction，the first to fifth chapter and conclusion.Introduction 
exlains the significance and objectives of studies and some  crucial relevant 
concepts，reviews the main literature,introduces main theories and methods，and the 
thesis structure and main creations．Chapter 1 reviews Malaya Chinese business 
development history as the background of Malaysian Ethnic Chinese business 
development history，analyses the birth, main economy activity，development locus 
and characteristics of Malaya ethnic Chinese Entrepreneurs under triple economy 
structure during colonization period．Chapter 2 dicusses，Malaysian ethnic Chinese 
Entrepreneurs fully utilized favorable conditions，successlly developed in main 
industries during laissez-faire policy period．Chapter 3 expounds the defference 
developmemt ways and consequences of Malaysian ethnic Chinese Entrepreneurs 
during the NEP period．The thesis stresslly explains Malaysian ethnic Chinese 
Entrepreneurs ’s management tactics change and reasons for the success from 
institution economics angle．Chapter 4 explains the management environment change 
of Malaysian ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs，the development of Malaysian ethnic 
Chinese enterprises and the change of Malaysian ethnic Chinese enterprise culture 
during state economy policy adjust period．Chapter 5 disscuses mainly the relations of 
economic globalization，knowledge economy and the development of Malaysian 
ethnic Chinese business．The conclusion sums up and explains  the development 
facters， challenges， nationality characteristics of Malaysian ethnic Chinese business 
and induces the inspirations of the reseach． 
     The reseach holds，the most important facter of influencing Malaysian ethnic 
Chinese business development is institution facter，especially economy policy．Whether 















Chinese business was promoted as well as restricted by economy policy．The baisic 
culture institutions of Malaysian ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs,such as clan 
institution，gave foundation play to Malaysian ethnic Chinese business．As economic 
globalization deepening，Malaysian ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs obtain more great 
activity Space．Malaysian ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs must strive furtherly for 
rights，Malaysian government must make full use of Malaysian  ethnic  Chinese 
entrepreneurs’superiority．Malaysian ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs must develop 
theirselves cultural spirit，notice still more to mix to together the domestic economy，
and strengthen international economy activity on the future development way． 
The innovations of the reseach including：（1）Tt is the first to study 
comprehensively and systematically the development history of Malaysian ethnic 
Chinese business．（2）The reseach Keeps a foothold on the reality of Mlaysian 
domestic society,politics,economy．（3）The reseach utilizes multi-displine theories， 
and  analyses deeply the development problems of Malaysian ethnic Chinese 
business from institution change angle．（4）There are new contents, especially，the 
study about Malaysian ethnic Chinese small and medium Enterprise fills up the blank 
space.（5）There are new history material．The auther obtained some precious 
firsthand material through on-the-spot investigation． 
The reseach is of momentous theoretical value and current signicance．Firstly，
it contributes to the studies on the Southeast Asian ethnic Chinese economy 
developmrnt history and overseas Chinese business history．Secondly，it contributes to 
the studies about general Chinese enterprise management and administration as well 
as the studies on the economy relations between Malaysia and China．Thirdly，it is 
contributes to that Malaysian ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs reviewing theirseves and 
that Malaysian government drawing lessons． 
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